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Land use change is one of the major factors affecting global environmental conditions.

Prevalent types of land-use change include replacing forests with agriculture, mines or ranches; forest

degradation from collection of firewood; and forest logging. A global effect of wide-scale

deforestation is an increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration, which may affect climate

(Post et al. 1990, Dale et al. 1991). Regional effects include loss of biodiversity (Wilson 1988) and

disruption of hydrologic regimes (Shukla et al. 1990). Local effects include soil erosion, siltation and

decreases in soil fertility (Buschbacher et al. 1988), loss of extractive reserves (Fearnside 1989), and

disruption of indigenous people (Cease 1980).

Modeling land use change requires combining socioeconomic and ecological factors because

socioeconomic forces frequently initiate land-use change and are affected by the subsequent

ecological degradation. This paper describes a modeling system that integrates submodels of human

colonization and impacts to estimate patterns and rates of deforestation under different immigration

and land use scenarios. Immigration which follows road building or paving is a major factor in the

rapid deforestation of previously inaccessible areas. Roads facilitate colonization, allow access for

large machines, and provide transportation routes for export of raw materials and produce.

The simulation modeling system is being applied to the Brazilian state of Ronddnia where

deforestation has increased over the past two decades at one of the fastest rates of anywhere in the

world (Stone et al. 1991). Ronddnia is located in the south central portion of the Amazon Basin and

comprises an area of 243,000 square kilometers. Since the early 1970's the Brazilian government has

implemented road construction and paving programs along with colonizations plans in an effort to

relieve the land tenure problems in its over-populated coastal cities, to utilize the resources of the

vast underdeveloped rain forest, and to establish Brazilian residents in the Amazon (Forestra 1991).

Colonization programs in Ronddnia successfully attracted a large number of migrants because soil

quality there, although not good, was better than in other areas of the Amazon.
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The majority of the migrants who entered Rondflnia were assigned to an area of forest in

official colonization programs, cleared a tract of that forest, and planted agricultural crops (Leite and

Furley 1985, Millikan 1988, Pedlowski and Dale 1992). The acidic soils are temporarily improved by

the minerals released from burning the forest cover, and crops grow well for a few years. Without

careful soil management, fertility decreases, and the soils cannot sustain crops. After agricultural use

is no longer profitable, the land is commonly used as pasture for a few years before it is abandoned.

The model being developed simulates the effects of colonization on land use change. The

Dynamic Ecological - Land Tenure Analysis, or DELTA, modeling system estimates patterns and

rates of deforestation under different immigration policies, land tenure practices and road

development scenarios (Southworth et al. 1991 describe the model in detail). The code is written in

Fortran and runs on a personal computer.

DELTA can be classified as a stochastic, dynamic micro-simulation model. The dynamics of

lot use and tenant farmer movement are simulated within DELTA at the micro-spatial lot and tenant

specific level, but effects of land use change can be evaluated at the region-wide scale. By tracking

the history of individual lots and tenants, the model captures aggregate patterns of land use change

that reflect the simulated human settlement process. By introducing stochastic elements into many

of the lot selection and land use decisions, DELTA allows ecological as well as socioeconomic impacts

to be averaged over multiple computer runs, for a single set of parameter inputs.

DELTA consists of three linked sub-models that simulate settlement diffusion, land use

change, and carbon release respectively. The settlement diffusion sub-model allocates and tracks

tenant fanning families among lots. Selection of a particular lot is based upon lot size, three indices

of agricultural suitability based upon soil quality and physical aspect, distance to the nearest market

along paved and feeder roads, and length of an occupant's current tenure. In the simulation, tenants
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can move between lots, multi-tenant lots can occur, and lots can be coalesced into large pastures or

fragmented.

Land use changes are currently exogenous inputs based on known conditions for the area.

Given suitable data, they can also be computed based on realized net revenues represented as crop

prices minus crop transportation and production costs. For the Rondonia case study the mix of land

uses on a particular lot is taken to be some combination of annual cropping, perennial cropping,

animal grazing, fallow, and undeveloped forest. For example, one scenario of the model may stipulate

that in the first year of tenure, a family may grow only annual, subsistence crops. In subsequent years

they may plant perennial crops. Adjacent lots can be coalesced into one large pasture depending on

the amount of land already cleared for pasture in each lot.

The initial measure of ecological impact developed within DELTA is an estimate of the

amount of land cleared and carbon released from each lot over time. It is intended that the model

also be used to estimate effects of deforestation on biodiversity, fire susceptibility, hydrology, and soil

degradation. The carbon estimate is based on a piece-wise continuous curve of the carbon per

hectare (ha) in soil and vegetation under pristine conditions, farming or pasture use, and

abandonment (based on the approach of Houghton et al., 1983). With farming or pasture use, the

initial level of carbon undergoes a negative exponential decline. A carbon loss rate per hectare of

e"019 is obtained by assuming that long-term farms or pasture would be in place 15 years at which time

10 Mg/ha of carbon remain on the lot. Once abandoned by a tenant, if not immediately re-occupied,

the lot's carbon content is then assumed to improve linearly as vegetation regenerates itself slowly

on the typically overworked open land. Regeneration is gradual and requires a significantly longer

time to recovery than the rapid process of land clearance initiated by settlement expansion. This

recovery rate itself will vary with the type of land clearing practices used.
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The model demonstrates that extremes of resource management can affect carbon storage and

release by contrasting (1) the typical scheme of colonists burning the tropical forest, planting annual

and perennial crops, then pastures and finally abandoning their lots with (2) sustainable sifting

cultivation practices. Simulations of farmers interplanting perennial crops with annual subsistence

crops and allowing the land to recover during a fallow period suggest that there are a variety of

benefits to sustainable agricultural systems in the tropics. A smaller area of fores? is cleared, less

carbon is released to the atmosphere, and the families can remain for a longer time on a farm (Figure

1). In contrast, simulations of the typical short term and intense planting causes an order of

magnitude more carbon release than with sustainable agriculture.

The model demonstrates that land management practices by farmers do have a significant

impact on the storage and release of carbon and provides a tool to evaluate impacts of various land

management options. The simulations can be used to identify scenarios that might optimize economic

and agricultural sustainability or reduce emigration. Spatial analysis of the simulation projections

shows that very different patterns of deforestation can result depending on the major factor: iffecting

a colonist's choice of a lot and land use practices. Projections of the amount and pattern of

deforestation under specific scenarios of land-use choice and management can be used to explore the

socioeconomic and ecological implications of land-use change.
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Figure 1. Projected land cleared, carbon released and number of families on the 294 simulated lots

over forty years for typical colonists versus farmers using sustainable land use practices.
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